TIMELESS BEAUTY
There is nothing in the world more precious than time. It has an inherent way of showing us what really matters in life. We at Shakertown embrace the beauty and value of the past, present and future. After all, character is built over time ... layer by layer.

**TIME EXPERIENCED.** Since 1954, Shakertown has been crafting shingle panels using Western Red Cedar cut from shingle blocks to create a true shingle siding appeal. We developed the very first shingle panel, and we continue to drive the cedar industry with innovative ideas.

**TIME SAVED.** Our shingle panels are installed quickly and efficiently. Our self-leveling, 8-foot lengths allow you to install siding 10 times faster than individual cedar shingles.

**TIME ENJOYED.** There is no other building product that offers timeless beauty coupled with the long-lasting durability of Western Red Cedar, which gets better with age.

---

**WHY SHAKERTOWN?**

- Material cut from traditional shingle blocks so you get a true random width cedar shingle
- CC-EXTERIOR GRADE backers
- Fully bonded shingles to backer provides a superior engineered siding
- Self-leveling and 8-foot lengths means siding 10 times faster than individual shingles
- R-value is superior to other siding materials, saving you money every year on energy
- Overlapping end joints protect house wrap
- Exclusive rain screen system available on 7” exposure panel provides 98% drainage efficiency
- Cedar keyway joints, so all you see is cedar. You aren’t left looking at the backer, fiberglass mat, or other unsightly materials
- Easily used on curved walls or flared walls
- Nailing line makes it easy to blind nail the panels. Just like individual shingles, you’ll see no fasteners
- Available pre-finished in 12 popular colors. Or choose your favorite paint or stain, and we’ll get it done
CRAFTSMAN SHINGLE PANEL®

The Shakertown Craftsman Shingle Panel is the builder’s choice as the best cedar shingle panel in the industry. Manufactured using only the finest vertical grain Western Red Cedar heartwood, the panels are easy to install and will project a lasting beauty on any home.

- Traditional shingle butt thickness
- 100% vertical grain for stability and durability
- Smooth sawn surface takes finishes better and evenly
- Available in 7”, 4.5” and 14” exposures
- Joint styles include the truly traditional keyway or a contemporary tight joint
- Choose between an even-butt line or staggered-butt line
- Pre-made corners available

TAHOE SHINGLE PANEL™

The new Shakertown Tahoe Shingle Panel offers a unique and dramatic appearance to your home or building. Tahoe’s ½” thick shingle butt replicates the look of 24” Royal sidewall shingles, with a more dramatic shadow line than 18” shingles.

- Thicker ½” shingle butt for deeper shadow lines and dramatic appeal
- 100% vertical grain for stability and durability
- Smooth sawn surface takes finishes better and evenly
- Available in 7” exposure with traditional keyway joint
- Choose between an even-butt line or staggered-butt line
- Pre-made corners available

CEDAR COVE® SHINGLE PANEL

Shakertown’s Cedar Cove shingle panel offers an economy Western Red Cedar shingle siding ready to be painted. The siding is coated on all sides with an oil primer, protecting your siding from the elements. This shingle panel also installs 10 times faster than individual cedar shingles. Perfect for the cabin, beach house, or homes where a solid finish is desired.

- Mixed grain economy panel
- Oil primer on all sides, ready for latex top coat
- Smooth sawn surface takes finishes better and evenly
- Available in 5” exposure with traditional keyway joint and even butt line
CORNERS
We know all of the angles when it comes to helping you build better. Our pre-made, flush corners exactly match panels and are a breeze to install.

- Pre-made corners available for Craftsman panels in mitered or Boston weave styles
- Pre-made corners available for Tahoe panels in Boston weave style

FANCY CUTS®
These design-friendly shingles are the perfect accent to a bay window, front entry or gable end. Different shapes can be combined for endless possibilities, giving you the opportunity to develop your own signature look.

- Fancy Cuts shingle panels in 9 different patterns, 5” exposure and 8-foot lengths
- Fancy Cuts 18” shingles also available in 9 different patterns
- Pattern Options: Round, fishscale, hexagon, octagon, arrow, diamond, half cove, diagonal, square

SIGNATURE™ R&R SHINGLES
Shakertown’s Signature R&R Shingles are kiln dried, then re-butted and re-jointed to provide a quality individual sidewall shingle. Beautiful, natural and carbon neutral, you can be assured you are getting the best. It is from these traditional sidewall shingles that Shakertown developed the shingle panels.

- Shakertown’s Signature R&R individual shingles are made in 18” and 24” lengths
- Available in the following styles either unfinished, primed, or pre-stained:
  » Natural sawn face
  » Sanded face
  » Grooved face (aka striated, raked or combed)
- Metal overlap corners are also available
TEST/PERFORMANCE DATA:

- ICC Evaluation Service Report #2386
- Rain Screen: ASTM E-2273
- Florida: FL-680
- Strength Testing: ASTM E-72
- California: WUI-HFSZ Exterior Wall 12- 7A-1
- Surface Burning: ASTM E-84
- One Hour Fire Wall: IBC Table 702.1(2)

Shakertown Technical Bulletins and Application Recommendations available at www.shakertown.com